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HISTORY AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Proposed developments near the Jackson Hole Ski Area could
place Gun #1, the currently used avalanche hazard reduction
facility for the northern sector of the Jackson Hole Ski
area, inside the boundaries of a future residential
development. Gun #1 is currently a 105MM Recoilless rifle,
which ski area and Forest Service personnel use to effect an
important part of the ski area's hazard reduction program.
(see fig. 2).

Because of the undesirability of having a recoilless rifle
facility inside the confines of a residential subdivision
where it would not meet required safety distance standards
(fig. 5), another suitable location for the facility would
need to be found.

The heavily timbered lower regions of the ski area and the
many restrictive parameters involving buildings, ski runs,
lifts, private lands and a very limited time frame, required
a new planning approach. In addition, there were no known
workable alternative locations. The forest canopy prevented
visual determinations through field observation, and the
traditional method of using topographic maps with trajectory
calculations was considered too slow to meet the time
limitations.

To meet the time limitations, it was decided to attempt to
generate by computer, "slope profiles" and Bangle of site"
for all shot points from each potential gun tower location.
In addition, criteria had to be established for meeting the
needs and concerns of all parties involved. To establish
potential tower locations, the computer needed to be able to
perform random searches based upon the established criteria.

The following criteria were established for selection of an
alternative hazard reduction facility location.

1. It is desirable to keep the hazard reduction facility
within the currently permitted ski area.

2. The ability to establish angle of site (accessibility to
necessary target points), needs to equal or exceed that of
the existing facility (fig. 6).

3. The facility itself needs to be in minimum avalanche
zone.
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4. The facility should be accessible by over snow vehicles
in all weather conditions without unnecessary exposure of
personnel to avalanche hazards.

5. The facility should be located in an area that does not
interfere with designated ski runs or normal ski traffic.

6. The location offer an acceptable level of security for
the installation itself.

7. The location pose no additional hazard to the ski area
or USFS personnel beyond that which is customarily assumed
to accompany the firing of the recoilless rifle for
avalanche reduction programs.

8. Established angle of site did not conflict with existing
lifts or structures.

9. The facility be an appropriate distance from the
residential development to ensure safety from the back blast
(fig. 5).

10. The facility be located far enough from the residential
development to keep firing noise to an acceptable level,
or ...

11 ...be in an area that would provide sufficient terrain
for noise abatement structures to be built in an
environmentally sensitive manner.

12. The cost of construction of a new facility would be
similar to the replacement costs of the existing structure.

PROCESS

To narrow the options quickly, the first step was to
digitize the Teton Village quad. This was done with the
help of Craig Hanson and Bill Kane of Design Workshop, a
Denver planning firm. Using a computer system with 3-D
capabilities, the identified target points were digitized
(fig. 8). A search for alternative gun positions was then
conducted that would allow angle of site to be established
for as many of the target points as possible (figs. 6, 8-1,
8-2, 8-3). The failure to establish angle of site is
indicated by an incomplete line from the gun location
alternative to the target point (figs. 8, 8-1, 8-2, 8-3).

After establishing potential alternatives that met criteria
#2, then the second step was to filter the alternatives
through the remaining criteria. With this underway, many
seemingly obvious alternatives were rejected because they
failed to meet a significant number of the established
criteria. Some of those alternatives included: location in
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and adjacent to the village or maintenance area, meadow
locations involving firing over the village from third party
property, locations requiring two gun facilities, and
locations involving lift facility access.

Four alternative gun tower locations, including the existing
one, were established (Alternative #1, fig. 8-1;
Alternative #1.6, fig. 8-2; Alternative #2, 8-3 and the
existing location, fig. 8).

Computer indicated terrain interference prevented the
establishment of angle of site for Alternatives #1 and #1.6
for both targets #9 and #13. Alternative #2 indicated
failure to establish angle of site for targets #9, #13, #12L
and #12 R.

Computing for a slight elevation increase at the tower
location Alternatives #1 and #1.6 achieved angle of site.
This indicated that any slight error in transcribing target
points from photos to topographic maps, or in digitizing
those points, could result in the computer indicating
terrain interference and failure to establish angle of site.

The study determined that at least two locations exist for
an artillery facility that meets all of the criteria
established, except for an optimal minimal distance from
residential structures.

CONCLUSIONS

The ability to digitize topographic maps and make random
searches for points that establish "angle of site" for gun
location to target points reduces the time involved in the
determination of gun placement for avalanche hazard
reduction. The ability to rapidly work visually in 3-D in
life scale when given a set of external criteria and/or
perimeters greatly reduces the time required in planning and
designing long range avalanche control explosive delivery
systems.
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